
General Introduction to Sangharakshita’s Seminars

Hidden Treasure

 

From the mid-seventies through to the mid-eighties, Urgyen Sangharakshita led many 
seminars on a wide range of texts for invited groups of Order members and Mitras. These 
seminars were highly formative for the FWBO/Triratna as Sangharakshita opened up for 
the still very young community what it might mean to live a life in the Dharma.

 

The seminars were all recorded and later transcribed. Some of these transcriptions have 
been carefully checked and edited and are now available in book form. However, a great 
deal of material has so far remained unchecked and unedited and we want to make it 
available to people who wish to deepen their understanding of Sangharakshita’s 
presentation of the Dharma. 

 

How should one approach reading a seminar transcription from so long ago? Maybe the 
first thing to do is to vividly imagine the context. What year is it? Who is present? We then 
step into a world in which Sangharakshita is directly communicating the Dharma. 
Sometimes he is explaining a text, at other times he is responding to questions and we 
can see how the emergence of Dharma teachings in this context was a collaborative 
process, the teaching being drawn out by the questions people asked. Sometimes those 
questions were less to do with the text and arose more from the contemporary situation 
of the emerging new Buddhist movement.  

 

Reading through the transcripts can be a bit like working as a miner, sifting through silt 
and rubble to find the real jewels. Sometimes the discussion is just a bit dull. Sometimes 
we see Sangharakshita trying to engage with the confusion of ideas many of us brought 
to Buddhism, confusion which can be reflected in the texts themselves. With brilliant 
flashes of clarity and understanding, we see him giving teachings in response that have 
since become an integral part of the Triratna Dharma landscape. 

 

Not all Sangharakshita’s ways of seeing things are palatable to modern tastes and 
outlook. At times some of the views captured in these transcripts express attitudes and 
ideas Triratna has acknowledged as unhelpful and which form no part of our teaching 
today. In encountering all of the ideas contained in over seventeen million words of 
Dharma investigation and exchange, we are each challenged to test what is said in the 
fire of our own practice and experience; and to talk over ‘knotty points’ with friends and 
teachers to better clarify our own understanding and, where we wish to, to decide to 
disagree.

 

We hope that over the next years more seminars will be checked and edited for a wider 
readership. In the meantime we hope that what you find here will inspire, stimulate, 
encourage - and challenge you in your practice of the Dharma and in understanding more 
deeply the approach of Urgyen Sangharakshita.


Sangharakshita’s Literary Executors and the Adhisthana Dharma Team

https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/order-members
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/becoming-friend
https://www.windhorsepublications.com/sangharakshita-complete-works/
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/stories/ethical-issues/unhelpful-attitudes-and-ideas/


Tuscany Preordination Course 1981

Question and Answer Sessions, Part Two

Held at 'Il Convento', Batignano, near Grosseto, Tuscany, Italy from 3 September to 3
December 1981

Present: Sangharakshita, Ratnaguna, Sthiramati, Subhuti, Vessantara; Alan Angel
(Devapriya), Johnny Baker (Yashomitra), Mark Bowden (Prajnananda), Dave Brennan
(Vajracitta), Gerald Burns (Khemaloka), Brian Duff (Dharmavira), Peter Fletcher
(Sthirananda), Andy Friends (Subhadra), Steve Francis (Sumitra), Peter Hill (Jinapriya),
Rudiger Jansen (Dhammaloka), David Luce (Saddhaloka), Bob Jones (Vajraketu), Simon
MacIntyre (Yashomitra), Clive Pomfret (Kevala), Dave Rice, Jonathan Rice (Yashopala),
Cieran Saunders (Ruciraketu), Michael Scherk (Dharmapriya), Peter Shan (Vajrananda),
Malcolm Webb (Sudhana), Murray Wright.

Sessions on the Mitrata Omnibus and various topics: 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20,
23, 29, 30, 31, 32, and Concluding Remarks.

NB: SEE ALSO Q/A SESSIONS FOR 1982 page (viii)

COMMUNICATION EXERCISES: some notes (Prajnananda) (ix) Session Two: 12.9.81

Was the Buddha's asceticism instrumental in his gaining Enlightenment? 1

People's unwillingness to admit they've made mistakes 3

The difference between effort and will 5

- overly willed effort as violence to self 6

- " " " desire to please group 8

Importance of knowing own motivations
- proceeding from where one actually is 11

Doing what needs to be done
- How to deal with the gap between seeing and feeling 15

'Self-development' requires involvement with the objective 16

'Being in touch' - work and self 18

'Gross' and 'refined' energy in work 20

'Communication' in work 21

What is the relationship between an initial flash of
Insight and Stream-Entry? Samatha as basis of Vipassana 22



Strength of Insight needed to break fetters 24

Nature of Insight 27

Procedure for practising Insight 30

Vipassana in visualization practices 31

Realization in Zen 32

Use of conceptual formulations of Insight in meditation 33

Insight in metta bhavana practice 34

Insight in dreams 35

Session Four: 14.9.81

Why doesn't Bhante perform miracles? And are the miraculous mythical events in the
Mahayana sutras actually historical? What would be the nature of such physical
manifestations, miracles, telepathy, etc.? How and why they happen. 1 - 14

Heaven and Earth - are they complementary or contradictory in Buddhism? 14

The symbolism of the bull - and the general nature of symbolism.
- Symbols cannot really be explained. 15

The purpose of giving talks on Mahayana sutras.
- Symbols need to be evoked. 20

Similarity of fundamentalism and rationalism 21

meaning of 'abhinishkramana' 23

What are the Avadanas? 23

Nature of visionary experience in dhyana and in dreams 23

Session Five: 15.9.81

Nature of Mara the four Maras 1

Nature of Evil in Buddhism 2

Is Buddhism religion or philosophy?
- Dealing with beginners' questions on Buddhism and Christianity 3

Can Reality be personified? 4



Nature of the kundalini and its relation to Enlightenment 5

Yidam
(Recording incomplete due to power failures)

Session Seven: 18.9.81

Distinction between emotion and will 1

Does an Enlightened being have a will? 2

Distinction between bodhi and Prajna 3

Does experience of the Sambhogakaya involve Insight? 3

Samayasattva and jnanasattva 4

Is the Samayasattva an experience of the Sambhogakaya? 4

The Trikaya doctrine 5
- linked with Imagination 5

Ratnasambhava and Amoghasiddhi 6

Importance of developing the Imagination - contact with myth
and legend through visual and/or literary forms 9

Colour 10

Usefulness of drawing and painting on retreats 11

Discussion of culture - 'culture is not enough' - music most subjective & 
protean of art forms - poetry least - need for an intelligible element in art 11-15

Indian culture too Hindu for Indian Friends 15

Reactions to paintings 16

Session Nine: 20.9.81

Why is the female figure smaller when a Buddha is depicted with consort? 
Relation of Wisdom/Compassion & Feminine/Masculine 1

Meaning of 'Tantra' 4

Nature of wrathful deities
- fear of them as increased resistance to Reality 6
- attraction as projections of mundane anger & hatred 8



Making demands on people seen as threat 12

Real individual needs & resistance to change 16

Iconography of wrathful forms in the West 18

Vidyadharas 20

Symbolism of lotus and vajra 21

Symbolism of the dragon in East & West 22

Origin & development of forms of wrathful deities 27

Degeneration of Buddhist Art 32

Session Ten: 21.9.81

Can Insight arise spontaneously? 1

Can the arising of Insight be guaranteed by the right conditions? 3

'Buddha Mind' & 'One Mind'; Absolute Alaya, Sunyata; Relation of these 
to mystical understandings of God 5

More on Sunyata; 'unrestricted potentiality' 9

Debasement and exploitation of initiations in Tibetan Buddhism 11

Is the FWBO irregular in practice? Are our sadhanas Tantric? 19

Session Eleven: 23.9.81

Questions on the communication exercises: Exercise three Who benefits 
most? Ideal numbers for exercises - Effort v Will in the exercises - 
No need for OMs to do exercises? 1-12

Animals and the Wheel of Life 12

Story of Leica the dog at Kalimpong 15

Do some animals - e.g. dolphins & monkeys - have self-consciousness? 17

Craving & sexual desire - distinguishing craving from desire 20

Senility and death 22

Coma states 31



Euthanasia 32

The bhikkhu who committed suicide 34

Mahayana tradition of self-immolation 35

Persecution of Buddhism in Vietnam and the war 36

Session Thirteen: 25.9.81

Questions on dhyana: Prasrabdhi in dhyana - Upekkha in dhyana 
Experience of priti outside dhyana - To what extent can one operate from 
dhyana? ~ Dhyana in communication exercises? - Dhyana, visionary 
experience & the sense world 1-7

Relation of dhyana and Insight - in Zen - Awareness, Insight & the Brahma 
Viharas - Dhyana & the spiral path 8 -17

Nature of Stream Entry 17

Best conditions for attaining Stream Entry 20

Spiritual experience cannot be formulated too rigidly 26

Brahma Viharas may lead directly to arupa-dhyanas 26

Are any Order A embers Stream Entrants? 27

Correlation of Stream Entry, Going Forth, Going for Refuge, and the 
Arising of the - Bodhicitta 29

Session Fourteen: 26.9.81

What makes a 'semi-monastic' community? 1

Communities - Size 2
- Beginners' communities 4
- Joining and leaving - Expectations 6
- Names of communities 8

How could wandering monks give Kalyana Mitrata? 10

Should the Dharma be made less available? 10

'Testing' people - and making them welcome 11

Were the first disciples all Arhants? 13

What is the nature of Pratyekabuddhas? 15



Can people become Enlightened outside Buddhism? 17

Pseudo-universalism 19

Session Fifteen: 27.9.81

Psychedelic drugs: Can they be useful in spiritual life? 1

Spiritual friendship and ordinary friendship 14

The 'need for space': indulgence or healthy human need? 17

Hospitality - Guest-masters - Duties of host & guest 25

Telephone manners 30

Doing what you want to do 33

Friendship must be based on respect 36

Session Nineteen - On the Puja and Chanting: 2.10.81

Emphasis on certain words 1

Pronunciation of certain words - in Ti Ratana Vandana 3
- in concluding mantras 4

Vajrasattva mantra 10

Chanting in the Theravada 12

The 'Last Vandana' 13

Verse metres in Pali and Sanskrit 13

Discussion on the Puja: Innovations and elaborations ...
- Importance of planning - Reading aloud as a spiritual exercise - 
Varying pace of pujas - Basic Puja - Chanting puja in unison - Readings - 
Omitting the mantras 14 -19

Chanting the English translation of the Ti Ratana Vandana 19

Session Twenty: 3.10.81

Preparation techniques for meditation practice 1

Preparation for leading classes 4

Supporting classes 8



Where to concentrate in Mindfulness of Breathing 10

Should beginners meditate every day? 14

Exactly when should one count in Mindfulness of Breathing? 14

Choosing a subject for the second stage of Metta Bhavana 15

Who should do visualization practices? 17

Relation of Metta Bhavana to visualization practices 18

Meditation leader must do practice being led 20

Session Twenty-Three: 6.10.81

Can one develop femininity in a. relationship with a woman? 1

'Masculinity' & 'femininity' as confusing concepts 2

Developing femininity in men's communities 4

Negative attitudes to things given up 4

Confusing 'masculinity' and 'femininity' - traditional terms preferable 5

Nature of cynicism 6

Avidya and moha; trsna, lobha, dvesa 10

Relaxation 11

Session Twenty-Nine: 15.10.81

Brahmin justification for treatment of lower castes 2

Logical arguments against the atman view - general woolliness 
of Indian thinking 4

Indian view that Buddhism & Hinduism identical 8

Caste system in India 10

Shivaji: Maharashtrian hero 11

The Marathas 13

The British and the caste system 15



Why can't women be reborn as Maras? 15

Personal devils 16

Ethical implications of the atman view 16

Schools of Vedanta 18

No ultimate metaphysical entity in Buddhism 19

Indian caste system: legality - practice - in other religions - in Sri 
Lankan Sangha 20 - 23

Nikayas in Sri Lankan Sangha 24

Session Thirty - On health & fitness, old age, disease, etc.: 25.10.81

Connection between health & metta - taking care of oneself 2

Bhante's sceptical attitude to medical treatment in general 3
- and to alternative medicine 5

Inoculations & vaccinations 5

Desirability of starting spiritual life at young age 6

Insurance 7

National Insurance and the NHS 9

Importance of diet 10

Preparation for growing old 14

Bhante's avoidance of exercise 17

Hygiene 19

Dealing with pests, e.g. mice and insects 19

Value of own life v others 23

Importance of aesthetic surroundings 24

Dress 26

Cosmetics 27

Fashion 30



Session Thirty-One - On Personal Responsibility: 29.10.81

Responsibility for self involving responsibility for others 1

Responsibility - Objective and subjective 3
- Specific and general 3
- in work situations, especially co-ops 4

Overworking oneself is irresponsible 5

You can't push people who don't want to be pushed 6

Responsibility in co-ops - Part-time workers 6
- 'Overall' responsibility 8
- 'Ultimate' responsibility 9

Responsibilities of Mitras 11

Hierarchy of responsibility 13

'Being good' and doing things for the wrong reasons 14

'Being yourself' means being your best self 15

In principle every OM is responsible for the whole movement. 7

Session Thirty-One (and/or Thirty-Two?) On the FWBO & 
Other Buddhist Groups and Other Religions: 1.11.81

Is it worth studying other forms of Buddhism? 1

Dealing with the fact that OMs don't wear robes 3

People's need for authority and certainty 4

Dealing with people in robes 5

Going along to other groups 6

Entertaining members of other groups - are they really open to communication? 7

Attending 'interfaith gatherings' 7

When should you use your ordained name? 9

'Representing' the FWBO or Buddhism 9

Mitras going along to other groups 11



'Official' contact with other groups 12

Dealing with other groups errors about Buddhism 12

1s the Buddhist Society official representative of Buddhism? 15

Lobbying the media 16

Are there any bodhisattvas working in the West at present? 18

How can Buddhism deal with Christianity? Possibility of paganism 19

Legal status of the Order and of Order Members 21

Session Thirty-Four - Concluding Remarks: 29.11.81

Dedication of concluding remarks 1

Significance of the course 3

Previous similar course in India 7

Returning to the world 8

Getting people to recognize that you've changed 9

You have a lot to give 12

Very easy to lose what you've gained 13

Need to be wary of casual talk about meditation practice 15

Need to keep in touch with each other and with Bhante 17

Three things Bhante would like to see:
- Less psychologising; more emphasis on Dharma 19
- More Kalyana Mitrata 20
- Importance of Aid for India 22

Appendix - Some Notes on the Communication Exercises: 22.9.81

Notes on Bhante's instructions and comments while leading communication exercises. See
also Session Eleven for subsequent questions and answers. Notes by Prajnananda.

CONTENTS

Q&A: Tuscany and Preordination Retreats at Padmaloka on Mitrata Omnibus.

1. Confession



4. Masturbation
6. Celibacy
7. Noble family-Kulaputta
9. Growth of the Arya-Sangha
15. Dhyana-The Buddha's normal state of mind ?
17. Origin of taboo on homosexuality
19. Violent sport and the first Precept
20. Bhante' 5 views on Unilateral Disarmament
22. Explanation of the third Precept
23. Points in teaching the Metta Bhavana Practice
26. Samatha-Vipassana
27. Christian experience of Stigmata
28. Other terminology for Growth and Development ?
30. Discursive thought in meditation
32. Experiencing the Deva-realms
34. Gods of the Round and the Path ?
37. Stream Entrants and ill-will
38. The Censure of Ananda
40. Christian Gnosticism
41. Animals and Karma and Instinct
44. Extremism in spiritual life
46. The nature of the insight experience
51. The Buddha's experience of Dhyana
51. Dhardo Rimpoche's work
54. The nature of Culture
58. New forms and etiquette in the FWBO
58. Criticism and Fierce Friendship
61. The significance of The Buddha's last meal
63. Dhyana experiences and sense perception
67. Emotions-Samskaras
69. Stupa visualization
71. Honesty and the Jesuit's Mental Reservation
75. Origins of the Three Gateways to Liberation Teaching
78 ... and association with Visualization Practice
83. Difference between Akasa and western conception of Space
84. Akasa and stupa visualization
85. Akasa with respect to Abhidharma classification
87. Bertrand Russell.

Some Notes on the Communication Exercises

Subsequent to Bhante leading communication exercises at Il Convento in 1981, and to
discussion with others on the course, I made some notes on the instructions and comments he
gave. It has been suggested that these might prove of interest and use. At the risk of restating
what may seem obvious to some, I have included everything that I noted, even small details.

Before Starting

When people have sat down in facing pairs, check to see that the pairs are spread out, not



bunched or too close together. Check also that lighting is adequate and that no one is
distracted by light shining in their eyes.

Then explain what you're going to do, the general purpose of the exercises; this is not always
done. Explain that many of us are quite blocked in communication because we're not really
aware of the other person, and so we don't get as much out of communication as we might,
and therefore we may find these simple exercises useful in helping us to develop greater
awareness both of other people and ourselves.

Then give general preliminary instructions: eyes should be about level; sit on a cushion if
necessary. Try to do without spectacles if possible; they are sometimes a defence. Sit in a
straightforward, upright but relaxed posture, neither rigid nor slumped; hands resting on
knees or in the lap, not clasped tightly.

Exercise One: "Just Looking"

In this exercise the two participants just look at each other. There is no need to stare fixedly
or try to have an effect, such as causing laughter or suspicion. 'If you look, you will see.'

Start the exercise and, while it goes on, remind them to sit upright; to keep the head straight,
not twisted or tilted; not to lean forward aggressively or shrink back defensively; not to cross
the legs or arms - these can all be barriers. Also tell them that there is nothing wrong in
laughing, or even crying, if it comes up.

Exercise Two: "Acknowledging" or "Responding"

Explain the exercise and perhaps have it demonstrated by a more experienced pair. During the
exercise, explain that people should direct their communication to the other person, not let it
'fall short' or 'overshoot'. And acknowledgement should not 'cut in' to the initiating phrase -
allow time to receive before responding. Nor should it be timid or apologetic. Perhaps have
these faults demonstrated before repeating the exercise with partners swapping initiating and
responding.

By now, you should have observed how each pair is getting on and you may want to change
people around. Either both partners may be too blocked to help each other - very blocked
persons should be put with someone quite experienced - or games may be going on - sexual
games in a mixed pair or power games in a male pair. It is sometimes good to swap around
anyway if there is time.

Exercise Three: "Exchanging"

Don't cram this one into the session; perhaps just do exercise two twice and finish with "Just
Looking".

General Remarks

It is hard to generate the necessary 'opening up' atmosphere with too few people. Perhaps
twelve, i.e. six pairs, is a minimum, and between twenty and thirty seems quite a good
number.



A session should not last more than one and a half hours. In all; perhaps 2 hours with a
tea-break. For each exercise should be allowed 3-4 minutes for beginners, up to 6-7 minutes
for the more experienced. Any longer will be a strain unless communication has become
completely spontaneous. Do not be tempted to increase these times if 'results' are not apparent
enough: e.g. shouting, crying, loud laughter, etc. Bhante stressed that the atmosphere should
be calm, natural and positive, not inhibitive or over-anticipatory - i.e. no whipping-up
excitement. Allow the exercises to have their effect; there is no need to put pressure on! Don't
let people indulge. Energy will come up and should be expressed, but do not force it. Do not
try to 'treat' people - just communicate!

Try to be fresh every time you take the exercises, not mechanical. What is learned in these
exercises should be put into practice at all times. (Bhante also said that between Order
Members the exercises should be unnecessary.)

Prajnananda

Spellchecked and put into house style Shantavira December 1998


